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Introduction
The GMP system in the greater Rutland area includes the 46 kV transmission system, distribution
system, and the concentration of customer loads in the Rutland and Cold River areas that are supplied
primarily by VELCO’s North Rutland and Cold River 115/46 kV transformers. It also includes the 46 kV
transmission and distribution systems serving the somewhat sparser loads to the south and west of
Rutland that are supplied primarily by VELCO’s Blissville 115/46 kV transformer, and that extend down to
Dorset. Finally, it includes the former Vermont Marble Power Division (VMPD) system, that serves
customers in Florence, Proctor, and Danby. This combined area is currently winter peaking and
represents about 120 Mw (Jan 2014), although the summer peak, which is more definitive by reason of
lower summer thermal ratings and inferior power factor, is 116 Mw (July 2013).
The Vermont Marble Power Division (VMPD) 46 kV transmission and distribution systems located just to
the northwest of Rutland have been customarily viewed as distinct from the nearby GMP system due to
VMPD’s previously independent ownership and normally open tie to the GMP system at West Rutland.
However, several years ago it was acquired by GMP (CVPS at that time) and is now viewed as an
integral part of the greater Rutland area with related problems and opportunities. It is still summer
peaking and constitutes about 30 Mw of peak summer load, caused in large part by a major industrial
customer. This system is currently supplied solely by VELCO’s Florence 115/46 kV transformer and by
whatever internal hydro generators are dispatched. Although there are no specific reliability criteria that
limit the amount of single-sourced load, it is the opinion of GMP that having 30 Mw so configured is
undesirable, and that a redundant network solution is necessary.
The greater Rutland area’s peak summer and winter loads, including those of VMPD, have been growing
at a declining rate that is now effectively zero; the continued influx of efficiency measures and other
resources seem likely to keep any load growth in check for the foreseeable future. However the area
historically has had exposure to reliability deficiencies for various single contingencies due to many past
years of load growth without system improvements, and dependence on an aging combustion turbine.
Among its most difficult contingencies is the loss of any one of the three VELCO 115/46 kV transformers
that supplies the area, i.e. those at North Rutland, Cold River, and Blissville. Following such a loss, the
remaining two transformers pick up the deficit and may come close to overload at higher load levels,
accompanied by heavy loading on local 46 kV line overloads and/or reduced system voltages.
VELCO’s recent Long Range Plan presented a statewide load forecast (prepared by ITRON, and based
on a sophisticated model incorporating numerous technical, economic, and programmatic expectations)
indicating that load growth is not expected to resume from current load levels for approximately 10 years.
It is the opinion of GMP that this same situation will likely apply to the Rutland area. However, while
significant area load growth is not expressly anticipated within the next decade, added load in the form of
a large discrete customer (such as the arrival of a major manufacturing plant) or an unprecedented trend
such as widespread electric vehicle charging or heat-pump expansion beyond that already anticipated,
would obviously bring load growth back sooner than a decade.
In accordance with current Vermont planning standards and regulations, the analysis that underlies this
report must consider both transmission and non-transmission solution options (NTAs). Also, all solution
options must meet or at least approximate a minimum reliability standard as defined by GMP’s Equal
Slope Criterion. Unlike bulk system planning standards based on deterministic methods, this lessstringent guideline based on a combination of probabilistic and deterministic methods quantifies a
reliability target with a more favorable cost/benefit trade-off (see Appendix A for a more detailed
explanation of the Equal Slope Criterion).
Several emerging developments of late have begun to fundamentally alter the nature of this area’s net
load, its consequent reliability problems, and that of necessary solutions as well.
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First and foremost is the advent of GMP’s “Solar Capital” program for Rutland, an initiative with strong
corporate and state support that is committed to the rapid growth of solar-powered generation within the
area. Already, this growing resource, in combination with other factors such as a somewhat sluggish
economy, has reduced the area’s net peak demand considerably (from about 127 Mw in 2006 to about
116 Mw today). Further offset by solar generation is expected within a very few years but will level off as
the area’s post-sundown loads (which are unaffected by solar generation) begin to exceed the customary
midday to afternoon peak load. This time-shift in the daily peak load is changing the way planning
studies must be done for the Rutland area, and in fairly short order, will have the same effect statewide
as solar power gains traction. Reliability problems during this post-sundown peak may be solved in
various ways but adding more solar power is not among them 1. Accordingly, additional solar generation
cannot be part of the solution to any Rutland area reliability “gap” (i.e. a deficiency in total load-serving or
load-reducing resources) as it does not have the necessary operating characteristics.

System Description and Geographic Orientation
A closed load-area interface or boundary is defined by the following breakers and includes all generation
therein (see Figure A circuit map and Figure B one-line schematic diagram):
•
•
•
•
•
•

VELCO Blissville H76 46 kV breaker
VELCO North Rutland H71 46 kV breaker
GMP North Rutland B-2 46 kV breaker
VELCO Cold River H89 46 kV breaker
GMP Cavendish B-16 46 kV breaker
VELCO Florence H84 115 kV breaker

Figure A
1

An exception to this principle is possible if the solar generation is supplemented with energy storage using
batteries or hydrogen/fuel-cells that can quickly dispatch sufficient power at the right time. The problem with most
storage technologies is that their cost is currently prohibitive and may take a decade or more to become
economically competitive.
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Figure B
The defined area’s largest load concentration is in Rutland City, which is surrounded by smaller outlying
population centers that are separated by areas of sparse population and modest local demand. The
area is a mix of industrial, commercial, and residential load, with the preponderance of the industrial and
bulk commercial load located in Rutland City. The present-day combined area (Rutland / West
Rutland/Blissville/Cold River/Cavendish) summer peak load, including the former VMPD system, is
approximately 116 MW (July 2013), and was historically as high as 127 Mw (2006).
The transmission system serving the area is a 46 kV network system supported by VELCO’s overlying
115 kV and 345 kV systems.
A small amount of local hydro (approximately 3 Mw) as well as a modest gas turbine peaking capability
in Rutland City (approximately 10 Mw) may partially offset the area’s load. The existing gas turbine is
nearly 50 years old and is considered less than reliable.
The study area as defined above was not considered to be immutable. In cases where the study
revealed that a problem’s root cause or some important relationship lay beyond it, it was pursued, within
reason.
As an extension of our initial area boundary, the VMPD system was added into the study’s area of
interest after it became clear that its reliability was inadequate without 46 kV network redundancy, that it
shared some of the problems of the Rutland / Blissville / Cold River area, and that it might contribute
some of the potential solutions if networked. Therefore, the closure of the normally-open West Rutland
to Proctor 46 kV connection is assumed in all of the simulations (along with requisite 46 kV
reconductoring all the way to Florence, necessitated by thermal overload for loss of the Florence 115/46
kV transformer) which adds roughly 30 Mw of peak load to the study area’s load pocket, and adds the
VELCO Florence H84 breaker as one of the defining interconnection points of the area’s boundary.
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The non-transmission alternative to the proposed upgrades to construct a 46 kV tie from West Rutland to
Florence screened out of the Docket 7081 Vermont non-transmission alternative screening tool. This
was determined on the basis that the project is needed for a redundant supply to a radial load and
addresses aging asset conditions.

Planning and Operating Criteria
The Rutland/Blissville/Cold River area 46 kV network transmission system is not considered to be a
“bulk” transmission system, and is therefore not subject to ISO New England reliability rules for planning
purposes, but rather, is subject to the criteria outlined in GMP’s Public Service Board-approved
Integrated Resource Plan. For non-bulk network planning studies (such as this one) GMP ordinarily
relies on probabilistic-based and cost-based reliability criteria, in order to strike an appropriate balance
between the infrastructure costs that are supported by our customers and the reliability that the resulting
system provides to them. This is a flexible approach that best meets the needs of our customers for
cost-effective yet reliable service. More specifically, GMP employs a planning guideline that is somewhat
less stringent than that used by ISO, called the Equal Slope Criterion (see Appendix A for a more
thorough explanation). In effect, adherence to the Equal Slope Criterion means that first-contingency
coverage is only required up to a “threshold load level” (equal to 81% of peak load in the particular case
of the Rutland area’s load duration shape) which is based on the shape of the subject area’s load
duration curve. Thermal violations on transformers and voltage violations on any subtransmission facility
are permitted at loads above the threshold value because the probability of these violations is judged to
be too small to justify the added cost to prevent them.
One exception is the post-contingency overload of subtransmission lines, which can constitute a hazard
(conductor sag) in cases where the overload is quite large. Accordingly, such overloads are evaluated
on a case by case basis when they may occur above the threshold load level, but in general, if the load
can exceed 110% of the line’s normal rating, it must be remediated either through reconductoring or
through other effective means that do not rely on operator intervention.
Note that a significant amount of simulation testing was performed at peak load as well as at the 81%
threshold load level, not to meet a planning standard that prohibits operating violations at peak, but
rather, to gauge relative performance between solution options under stressed conditions, as well as to
determine their “longevity”, i.e., their ability to continue to provide reliable operation well into the future.
Operating criteria include pre-contingency voltages of 95-105 %, post-contingency voltages of 90-110 %,
and no loading of transformers or other terminal equipment beyond their applicable thermal ratings
(normal and/or emergency). Note that GMP’s 46 kV and 34.5 kV lines do not have emergency thermal
ratings, so their normal ratings are applied even in contingency situations, unlike the usual practice with
higher-voltage bulk transmission lines. Delta-V (the change in local system voltage) criteria for GMP’s 46
kV and 34.5 kV systems are 5% for capacitor redispatch and tie switching and 10% for contingencies.

Basecase Development and Assumptions
After extensive loadflow analysis in prior studies, it was determined that the VMPD system could “ride
through” a first contingency loss of its Florence 115/46 kV source, provided that the following system
reinforcements were made:
•
•
•

Permanent closure of the normally-open 46 kV B7 tie at West Rutland
Florence-West Rutland 46 kV line reconductoring
Permanent closure of the normally-open (2nd) Rutland-West Rutland 46 kV line with
reconductoring
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These upgrades are required to improve the connectivity and consequent reliability of the former VMPD
system that serves GMP’s customers in Florence, Danby, and Proctor. Accordingly, all three upgrades
have been assumed in the basecases for this analysis. Subsequent analysis using these basecases,
and presented herein, shows that the Rutland area system also benefits substantially from the integration
of VMPD, by effectively adding another transformer in support of the area’s 46 kV network (via
Florence/West Rutland).
The load representations of historic 2 peak summer loads in the basecase were calibrated using actual
recorded load data (primarily SCADA-based). Winter peak cases were not evaluated because the
performance of the study area is still defined by summer peak load due to reduced thermal ratings and
poorer power factor during summer months.
All loadflow cases assumed constant P/Q load representations. All net load/generation changes in
central Vermont were automatically balanced against generation changes of opposite sign at the Peach
Bottom Nuclear Plant swing machine in the PJM system, located in southeast Pennsylvania near the
Maryland border. Other generation units (in southern New England, for example) could have been used
for this purpose, but neither method would materially affect the outcome of the simulations in
south/central Vermont, particularly within its subtransmission network.

Root Problem(s) of the Rutland Area
The Rutland area’s main root problem at present (without the benefit of the three planned system
upgrades mentioned earlier: B7 46 kV tie closure, Florence-West Rutland 46 kV line reconductoring, and
closure of normally open 2nd Rutland-West Rutland 46 kV line with reconductoring) is an inadequate
number and an inadequate total capacity of 115/46 kV transformations (approx. 168 MVA, combined
nameplate ratings) relative to its historic net peak load burden. At higher summer load levels, loss of one
of the three major transformers into the area (Blissville, North Rutland, or Cold River) may result in
overloading of at least one of the remaining transformers, as well as 46 kV system undervoltages and 46
kV line overloads. The loss of the Cold River transformer, leading to an overload of the North Rutland
transformer, is the area’s definitive (i.e. worst) contingency. Local 46 kV line contingencies may cause
various 46 kV equipment overloads and undervoltages at higher load levels, although these are
generally less severe and widespread and do not involve transformer overloading.
Recent changes to this area’s system, primarily the advent of widespread solar generation as well as a
generally declining customer load, have alleviated these problems. Planned improvements to integrate
the former VMPD will add further margin to the area’s system (i.e. B7 46 kV tie closure, Florence-West
Rutland 46 kV line reconductoring, and closure of normally open (2nd) Rutland-West Rutland 46 kV line
with reconductoring). Confirmation of system adequacy, and of a positive margin, will be documented in
the report sections that follow.

Review and Interpretation of Simulation Results (Table 1)
Table 1 summarizes the results of the loadflow simulations for the highest ever recorded summer peak
loading and for the corresponding Equal Slope threshold load of 81% (based on the area’s load-duration
curve geometry). Its column headings are labeled “A” through “V” and its rows (entries) are numbered to
assist in identifying and discussing specific results.
Columns A-K have green headings denoting that they represent independent variables (inputs to the
loadflow) and columns L-V have blue headings denoting that they represent dependent variables
(outputs from the loadflow). Any red fonts in these dependent parameter fields represent operating
violations of operating criteria such as equipment overloads or undue voltage deviations.

2

2006 summer net peak load of approximately 127 Mw within the area’s defined interface shown in Figure B.
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Column A denotes the entry number (i.e. row number, for handy reference).
Column B provides the name of the loadflow case that was simulated. It is of little use to the reader and
is included mainly as a reference for the engineer performing the study.
Column C denotes the general area configuration & conditions, including the angle and power flow on
the Blissville phase shifter which may be influential in this area of GMP’s system.
Column D lists any special or atypical configurations used in the simulation.
Column E denotes the assumed load level. Some are the historic peak summer (more conservative, i.e.
higher than the past several years) and some are off-peak loads pertaining to Equal Slope load
thresholds of 81% of that historic peak.
Column F explains whether or not the existing Rutland GT is dispatched. Given its increasingly dubious
reliability, it was not dispatched in any of these cases.
Column G denotes the dispatch of hydro generation within the defined area of interest. In all simulations
it is zero and would be of little consequence in any event as it is very small relative to the area’s load.
Column H lists the dispatch of area capacitors. These include the Poultney 46 kV 5.4 Mvar bank, the
North Rutland 115 kV 24.75 Mvar bank, and the Cold River 46 kV 5.0 Mvar bank.
Column I lists special conditions, if any, using a footnote reference that permits more detail than a brief
entry within the column itself.
Column J lists the assumed contingency being simulated, if any.
Column K denotes the assumed period of time between the pre-contingency steady state condition and
the post-contingency simulation, or, defaults to an assumed steady state condition if the simulation is not
a contingency. With regard to the contingency simulations; some of these cases assume the time frame
immediately following a contingency, just after breaker operations (T 0 +) and attenuation of short-term
system transients. These cases help determine whether the unfaulted system will successfully “ride
through” the disturbance without criteria violations or system instability. Other cases assume a longer
time frame following a contingency, including the time required for corrective actions by system operators
(steady state or SS). These corrective actions, the results of which are simulated, may lessen the
system’s burden (for example, dispatching additional capacitors) or may increase it (for example,
restoring loads that were previously tied to the fault by re-sectionalizing). These simulations help
determine how much disrupted load (if any) may be successfully restored post-contingency, prior to
repairing the faulted element itself.
Column L reports the Castleton to West Rutland 46 kV power flow (eastward) in Mw.
Column M lists the worst subtransmission line, line termination, or bus overload in the study area
(ignoring transformer overloads), providing its location and severity as a percent of the applicable rating.
Column N lists the 2nd worst subtransmission line, line termination, or bus overload in the study area
(ignoring transformer overloads), providing its location and severity as a percent of the applicable rating.
Column O lists the power export to New York on Vermont’s transmission tie at Blissville.
Column P provides the loading of VELCO’s Blissville 115/46 kV transformer in MVA and also expressed
as a percent of its summer normal nameplate rating.
Column Q provides the loading of VELCO’s North Rutland 115/46 kV transformer in MVA and also
expressed as a percent of its summer normal nameplate rating.
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Column R provides the loading of VELCO’s Cold River 115/46 kV transformer in MVA and also
expressed as a percent of its summer normal nameplate rating.
Column S provides the loading of VELCO’s Florence 115/46 kV transformer in MVA and also expressed
as a percent of its summer normal nameplate rating.
Column T reports the worst (lowest) 46 kV voltage within the area of interest (Rutland / Blissville / Cold
River and VMPD).
Column U reports the voltage at the Dorset 46 kV bus, as this outlying and radially-supplied area is of
specific voltage concern.
Column V provides general commentary not covered elsewhere, or possible references to footnotes
below the table in situations requiring greater detail.
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Table 1
bus 87300
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

contingency (if any)

none

K

L

bus 82467

bus 82494

bus 82470

bus 82477

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

bus 87250
U

V

worst area 46 kV
line overload

2nd worst area 46 kV
line overload

Blissville PAR
outflow and angle

Blissville 115/46 kV
xformer loading

N Rutland 115/46 kV
xformer loading4

Cold Riv 115/46 kV
xformer loading4

Florence 115/46 kV
xformer loading

worst area
46 kV voltage

Dorset
46 kV voltage

comments

none

none

25 Mw / 4.2 deg (pushing)

20.4 Mva / 33% nameplate

47.4 Mva / 83% nameplate

37.1 Mva / 68% nameplate

37.1 Mva / 68% nameplate

93% at Chester

96%

entry

case name

general area configuration & conditions

special configuration details

area load

Rut GT

area hydro
output

Area caps8

special
conditions (if any)

1

rut-coldriv-blissv-1a-100%-of-peak-withreconductoringtoflorence-b7closed-2nd rut-wrut line closed.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

2

rut-coldriv-blissv-1aa-100%-of-peak-withreconductoringtoflorence-b7closed-2nd rut-wrut line closed.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 25 Mw to VT precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

none

SS

5.4 Mw

none

none

-25 Mw / 4.5 deg (pulling)

23.4 Mva / 38% nameplate

47.1 Mva / 83% nameplate

36.6 Mva / 67% nameplate

36.6 Mva / 67% nameplate

92% at Chester

96%

3

rut1.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

E Rut tap - N Rut 46 kV line

T 0+

2.0 Mw

none

none

26 Mw / 4.2 deg (pushing)

19.8 Mva / 32% nameplate

42.1 Mva / 74% nameplate

43.5 Mva / 79% nameplate

36.0 Mva / 65% nameplate

91% at E Rutland

96%

4

rut2.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

Smithv tap - Cavd 46 kV line

T 0+

2.9 Mw

none

none

25 Mw / 4.2 deg (pushing)

20.7 Mva / 33% nameplate

48.3 Mva / 84% nameplate

37.7 Mva / 69% nameplate

37.5 Mva / 68% nameplate

87% at Smithville

96%
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rut3.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

N Rut 115/46 kV xformer

T 0+

8.7 Mw

none

none

24 Mw / 4.2 deg (pushing)

27.1 Mva / 44% nameplate

N/A (out of service)

57.5 Mva / 105% nameplate

49.9 Mva / 91% nameplate

91% at E Rutland

95%
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rut4.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 25 Mw to VT precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

N Rut 115/46 kV xformer

T 0+

11.2 Mw

Hydeville-Blissville 105%

none

-26 Mw / 4.5 deg (pulling)

29.8 Mva / 48% nameplate

N/A (out of service)

57.0 Mva / 104% nameplate

49.4 Mva / 90% nameplate

91% at E Rutland

95%
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rut5.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

Cold Riv 115/46 kV xformer

T 0+

5.9 Mw

none

none

24 Mw / 4.2 deg (pushing)

23.9 Mva / 39% nameplate

68.8 Mva / 121% nameplate

N/A (out of service)

44.1 Mva / 80% nameplate

92% at Wallingford

96%
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rut6.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

Blissville 115/46 kV xformer

T 0+

-19.1 Mw

none

none

30 Mw / 4.2 deg (pushing)

N/A (out of service)

55.8 Mva 98% nameplate

41.8 Mva / 76% nameplate

44.7 Mva / 81% nameplate

83% at Dorset

83%
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rut7.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

Blissville - Hydeville 46 kV line

T 0+

-9.0 Mw

none

none

28 Mw / 4.2 deg (pushing)

9.6 Mva / 16% nameplate

52.1 Mva / 91% nameplate

39.7 Mva / 72% nameplate

41.2 Mva / 75% nameplate

91% at Carver's Falls

97%
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rut8.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

N Rut - W Rut 115 kV line

T 0+

5.4 Mw

none

none

28 Mw / 4.2 deg (pushing)

23.4 Mva / 38% nameplate

39.0 Mva / 68% nameplate

34.0 Mva / 62% nameplate

43.7 Mva / 79% nameplate

93% at Chester

96%
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rut9.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

W Rut -Blissville 115 kV line

T 0+

-6.4 Mw

none

none

-12 / 4.2 deg (pushing)

11.4 Mva / 18% nameplate

51.2 Mva / 90% nameplate

39.0 Mva / 71% nameplate

40.5 Mva / 74% nameplate

92% at Dorset

92%
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rut10.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

Cold River - S Rut 46 kV line

T 0+

3.2 Mw

none

none

25 Mw / 4.2 deg (pushing)

21.1 Mva / 34% nameplate

52.6 Mva / 92% nameplate

32.0 Mva / 58% nameplate

38.4 Mva / 70% nameplate

92% at S Rutland

96%

13

rut11.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

Coolidge - W Rut 345 kV line

T 0+

4.4 Mw

none

none

-66 Mw / 4.2 deg (pushing)

22.3 Mva / 36% nameplate

41.7 Mva / 73% nameplate

42.9 Mva / 78% nameplate

28.5 Mva / 52% nameplate

90% at S Rutland

91%
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rut12.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 25 Mw to VT precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

Coolidge - W Rut 345 kV line

T 0+

6.4 Mw

none

none

-102 Mw / 4.5 deg (pulling)

24.5 Mva / 40% nameplate

42.1 Mva / 74% nameplate

41.9 Mva / 76% nameplate

28.8 Mva / 52% nameplate

89% at S Rutland

90%
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rut-coldriv-blissv-1a-81%-of-peak-withreconductoringtoflorence-b7closed-2nd rut-wrut line closed.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

81% of historic peak summer (2006)13

off

zero2

all on

none

none

SS

2.2 Mw

none

none

25 Mw / 2.9 deg (pushing)

16.7 Mva / 27% nameplate

39.8 Mva / 70% nameplate

31.3 Mva / 57% nameplate

33.9 Mva / 62% nameplate

none

98%
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rut-coldriv-blissv-1aa-81%-of-peak-withreconductoringtoflorence-b7closed-2nd rut-wrut line closed.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 25 Mw to VT precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

81% of historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

none

SS

NOT DEFINITIVE, IN LIGHT OF PRIOR RESULTS --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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rut1a.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

81% of historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

E Rut tap - N Rut 46 kV line

T 0+

NOT DEFINITIVE, IN LIGHT OF PRIOR RESULTS --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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rut2a.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

81% of historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

Smithv tap - Cavd 46 kV line

T 0+

2.3 Mw

none

none

25 Mw / 2.9 deg (pushing)

16.8 Mva / 27% nameplate

40.2 Mva / 71% nameplate

30.7 Mva / 56% nameplate

34.1 Mva / 62% nameplate

none

97%
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rut3a.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

81% of historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

N Rut 115/46 kV xformer

T 0+

7.3 Mw

none

none

24 Mw / 2.9 deg (pushing)

22.0 Mva / 36% nameplate

N/A (out of service)

47.4 Mva / 86% nameplate

44.4 Mva / 81% nameplate

94% at E Rutland

97%
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rut4a.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 25 Mw to VT precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

81% of historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

N Rut 115/46 kV xformer

T 0+
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rut5a.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

81% of historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

Cold Riv 115/46 kV xformer

T 0+

4.8 Mw

none

none

24 Mw / 2.9 deg (pushing)

19.5 Mva / 31% nameplate

57.2 Mva 100.3% nameplate

N/A (out of service)

39.4 Mva / 72% nameplate

none

98%
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rut5a-no2ndruttowrutline.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

same as above but no 2nd line between W Rut and N Rut

81% of historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

Cold Riv 115/46 kV xformer

T 0+

3.9 Mw

none

none

25 Mw / 2.9 deg (pushing)

18.6 Mva / 30% nameplate

59.0 Mva 103.5% nameplate

N/A (out of service)

37.6 Mva / 69% nameplate

none

98%
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rut6a.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

81% of historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

Blissville 115/46 kV xformer

T 0+

-15.1 Mw

none

none

29 Mw / 2.9 deg (pushing)

N/A (out of service)

46.1 Mva / 81% nameplate

34.9 Mva / 63% nameplate

39.7 Mva / 72% nameplate

none

90%
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rut7a.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

81% of historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

Blissville - Hydeville 46 kV line

T 0+

NOT DEFINITIVE, IN LIGHT OF PRIOR RESULTS --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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rut8a.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

81% of historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

N Rut - W Rut 115 kV line

T 0+

NOT DEFINITIVE, IN LIGHT OF PRIOR RESULTS --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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rut9a.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

81% of historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

W Rut -Blissville 115 kV line

T 0+

NOT DEFINITIVE, IN LIGHT OF PRIOR RESULTS --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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rut10a.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

81% of historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

Cold River - S Rut 46 kV line

T 0+

NOT DEFINITIVE, IN LIGHT OF PRIOR RESULTS --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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rut11a.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

81% of historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

Coolidge - W Rut 345 kV line

T 0+

NOT DEFINITIVE, IN LIGHT OF PRIOR RESULTS --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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rut12a.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 25 Mw to VT precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

81% of historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

Coolidge - W Rut 345 kV line

T 0+

NOT DEFINITIVE, IN LIGHT OF PRIOR RESULTS --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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rut13.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

historic peak summer (2006)

off

zero2

all on

none

Florence 115/46 kV xformer

T 0+

10.0 Mw

none

none

23 Mw / 4.2 deg (pushing)

28.8 Mva / 47% nameplate

65.4 Mva / 115% nameplate

46.9 Mva / 85% nameplate

N/A (out of service)

87% at Florence

95%
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rut13a.sav

existing, with PAR angle set for 21 Mw to NY precont.

B7 closed and Wrut-florence reconducored and 2nd 46 kV line between W Rut and N Rut

81% of historic peak summer (2006)11

off

zero2

all on

none

Florence 115/46 kV xformer

T 0+

9.1 Mw

none

none

23 Mw / 2.9 deg (pushing)

24.1 Mva / 39% nameplate

56.7 Mva / 100% nameplate

39.8 Mva / 72% nameplate

N/A (out of service)

90% at Florence

97%

2

Includes Carvers, Glen, Patch, and Cavendish.

4

115/46 kV transformer models at North Rutland and Cold River include VELCO's recent tap changes from 97.5 P.U. high side to unity high side taps (less boost).

8

Includes Poultney 46 kV 5.4 Mvar, N Rut 115 kV 24.75 Mvar, Cold Riv 46 kV 5.4 Mvar, and Florence 5.4 Mvar

11

The 2006 historic peak summer load representation still corresponds quite precisely with that for the former VMPD system (althought the rest of the Rutland area has seen its load diminish as described in the report).
The vast majority of the VMPD load is a single large industrial customer with a non-conforming (i.e steady over the normal daily load cycle). Therefore, this case (and all 81% cases) assume the peak load within the VMPD system.
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81% of peak is the required minimum load-serving capability of the Rutland area per Equal Slope Criterion.

Castleton-W Rut
time frame
46 kV Flow

bus 82467
M

SS

3.2 Mw

Middlebury 115/46 kV @ 101% of nameplate

Ascutney 115/46 kV @ 105% of nameplate

NOT DEFINITIVE, IN LIGHT OF PRIOR RESULTS --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

includes non-conforming VMPD load

9

Simulation Results
Following is a description of the results in Table 1.
Table 1, entries (rows) 1 and 2 provide N-0 simulation results regarding the existing system
configuration with the highest ever recorded summer peak loading. They are identical except for the
power flow scheduled on the phase-angle-controlled 115 kV tie to NY at Blissville, which may have a
significant influence on area flow patterns (although not much in this circumstance). The only problems
noted are sub-par voltages in the Chester area, at 93% and 92% respectively.
Table 1, entry (row) 3 provides the results for loss of the East Rutland tap-North Rutland 46 kV line.
This simulation is essentially non-definitive because it has no violations of operating criteria and is
therefore of little further interest.
Table 1, entry (row) 4 provides the results for loss of the Smithville tap-Cavendish 46 kV line. The only
problem discovered for this contingency was a moderate undervoltage of 87% at Smithville.
Table 1, entry (row) 5 provides the results for the loss of the North Rutland 115/46 kV transformer with a
pre-contingency flow to NY on Vermont’s Blissville tie. This causes a loading on the Cold River 115/46
kV transformer of 105% of its summer normal rating. All other power flows and voltages are within
acceptable limits.
Table 1, entry (row) 6 provides the same simulation as that in entry 5, but with Vermont’s Blissville
transmission tie to NY importing. There is a fairly minor overload indicated on the Hydeville-Blissville 46
kV line but otherwise the results are quite similar.
Table 1, entry (row) 7 provides the results for the loss of the Cold River 115/46 kV transformer with a
flow to NY on Vermont’s Blissville tie. The chief result is a loading on the North Rutland 115/46 kV
transformer of 121% of summer normal. All other power flows and voltages are within acceptable limits.
Table 1, entry (row) 8 provides the results for the loss of the Blissville 115/46 kV transformer with a flow
to NY on Vermont’s Blissville tie. The chief result is a moderate to severe undervoltage at the Dorset 46
kV bus (83%). All other power flows and voltages are within acceptable limits.
Table 1, entries (rows) 9-14, inclusive, are essentially non-definitive and of little further interest as all
power flows and voltages are within acceptable limits. The 89% post-contingency voltage at South
Rutland is for a peak load condition; the application of the Equal Slope Criterion reduces the system’s
load-carrying requirement to the threshold value of 81%, undoubtedly alleviating this slight undervoltage.
Table 1, entries (rows) 15-29, inclusive, assume a system load of only 81% of the peak load that was
assumed in the above results. This is a requirement of GMP’s Equal Slope Criterion used for
subtransmission network planning purposes (see Appendix A for a more in-depth explanation). The 81%
value represents the threshold load at or below which the GMP network must remain within all
emergency voltage and thermal criteria for a first contingency (N-1). With two inconsequential
exceptions (entries 21 and 22) this requirement was met by all simulated contingencies. The two
simulations having criteria violations both assumed the loss of the Cold River 115/46 kV transformer, the
first simulation, with the normally open (2nd) 46 kV line closed in and reconductored, thereby connecting
Rutland city to the West Rutland area with two lines (as explained earlier), and the second simulation,
with only the one existing normally closed line operating. The second simulation was merely a sensitivity
to gauge the effect, in isolation, of foregoing the 2nd line closure for the most critical contingency (loss of
the Cold River 115/46 kV transformer). The North Rutland 115/46 kV transformer overload in this
planned configuration (with both lines operating) was so slight as to be inconsequential. Note also that
this historic peak load model has significantly higher peak summer net load (127 Mw) than exists today
(116 Mw), chiefly due to the recent influx of solar generation in this area.
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Table 1, entries 30 and 31 were included to confirm that the integrated VMPD and Rutland-area
systems could perform adequately for loss of VELCO’s Florence source (the 115/46 autotransformer). In
both simulations (and in all others), the VMPD system was assumed to be at its peak historic summer
load due to its non-conforming nature and absence of decline in the intervening years. Entry 30 (2006
historic peak) showed a load on the North Rutland transformer of 115% of its summer normal rating and
an undervoltage on the Florence 46 kV bus of 87%. Entry 31 (with peak historic VMPD load but only
81% of that historic peak for the remainder of the Rutland area system) showed that all problems were
alleviated.
Discussion of Table 1 Results
Note that, because of the aforementioned changes in area load and in assumed reinforcements, these
results do not resemble some of the prior (interim) results that that have been presented to the VSPC by
means of “action plans” and study update presentations. The non-contingency simulations in entries 1
and 2, as well as the first-contingency simulations in entries 3-14 indicate that a few moderate problems
and vulnerabilities exist at historic peak load levels.
Beginning with the non-contingency results (entries 1 and 2), the rather minor undervoltages indicated at
Chester could easily be remediated with a SCADA-switched 5.4 Mvar capacitor located at Smithville,
based on certain prior analysis. Note that an N-0 violation such as this is not excused by GMP’s Equal
Slope Criterion, even at peak load.
Turning attention then to the first-contingency simulations of entries 3-14, the assumed peak load level is
well above the minimum load-serving capability required by GMP’s Equal Slope Criterion for first
contingencies (only 81% of peak for this particular area). Therefore, although instructive and useful for
detecting problems in advance, entries 3-14 do not, by themselves, provide evidence of existing system
inadequacy.
That determination must be made by examining the remaining Table 1 entries (15-29), which do assume
this minimum (i.e. “threshold”) load. Aside from an inconsequentially small overload on the North
Rutland 115/46 kV transformer (for loss of the Cold River 115/46 kV transformer), there were no
problems or criteria violations in this more definitive group of simulations. Therefore this latter group of
simulations does in fact indicate that the system meets planning criteria and is adequate with all
assumed reinforcements associated with VMPD integration.
Entry 30, although showing a transformer overload at North Rutland and an undervoltage at the Florence
46 kV bus for loss of the Florence transformer, is a more stringent loading condition than that required by
GMP’s Equal Slope Criterion, and does not, by itself, provide evidence of existing system inadequacy.
Entry 31, which assumes the Equal Slope threshold load for the Rutland area (and a peak historic load
for the VMPD system, consistent with our recent data and the non-conforming nature of its load) shows
that all problems are alleviated. This last simulation does in fact indicate that the system meets planning
criteria for the loss of the Florence transformer and is adequate with all assumed reinforcements
associated with VMPD integration.

The Reliability Gap Will become a Reliability Margin after the planned
reinforcements to integrate VMPD
The planned reinforcements associated with VMPD integration in conjunction with net load reductions
since 2006 (due to solar power influx and economic conditions) will have effectively eliminated the prior
Rutland-area reliability gap, which was previously found to be in the single digits of megawatts, but
depended on the assumed area of dispersion and several other assumptions.
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Table 1 demonstrates that the crucial loss of the Cold River 115/46 kV autotransformer causes the North
Rutland 115/46 kV autotransformer to reach exactly 100% of its summer normal rating at the Equal
Slope threshold load of 81% of peak, assuming the historic net peak summer load from 2006 (127 Mw
for the wide area interface surrounding Rutland, as defined in Figure 2) as well as the following planned
improvements:
•
•
•

closure of the West Rutland B7 tie to Florence (in the former VMPD system)
reconductoring the 46 kV line from West Rutland to Florence
closure of the (normally open) second 46 kV line between Rutland and West Rutland with
reconductoring

This constitutes a system with neither a “reliability gap” nor any remaining “reliability margin”, in other
words, a system exactly on the cusp of its load-carrying limit as defined by GMP’s planning criteria.
However, we must further consider the decline in Rutland area peak summer load since 2006, from 127
Mw to about 116 Mw, or a difference of 11 Mw for this wide area.
This decline in load has created a present-day reliability margin of 11 Mw, or stated differently, the wide
area surrounding Rutland could experience uniform load growth of an additional 11 Mw, or about 9.5%
higher than today (all other things being equal) and again just reach its load-carrying limit. If the load
was in the form of a more concentrated growth just in Rutland City (or a large discrete customer in that
area) the available margin, based on recent “resource dispersion analysis”, would be expected to be
about half as large or 5.5 Mw.
Still unaccounted for is the load reduction attributable to a recent fire at one of GMP’s large industrial
customers in the heart of Rutland City (which was never removed from the loadflow basecase) which
adds another 0.7 Mw of margin to the core area (0.7 + 5.5 = 6.2 Mw) and perhaps twice that to the wide
area ((0.7 x 2) + 11.0 = 12.4 Mw).
Finally, the marginal pre-contingency (N-0) undervoltage at Chester is eliminated by the peak summer
load reduction from 127 mw to 116 Mw, meaning that the 5.4 Mvar capacitor postulated earlier for
Smithville, can be deferred at least until significant load growth reemerges.
A logical question at this point might be “What is the reliability margin (or gap) in the existing system due
to the net load reduction since 2006 (from 127 Mw to 116 Mw) without reliance on the planned
reinforcements associated with VMPD integration?” An analysis was done to find the precise postcontingency loading on the North Rutland transformer for the diminished present-day peak load, but
without the VMPD-related reinforcements. This case (titled rut-coldriv-bliss-1a-81% of recent-peak-nothistoric.sav) does not appear in Table 1 but showed the North Rutland transformer to be loaded to
approximately 97% of its normal summer rating. This indicates a positive margin, however, precise
margin quantification for the wide area or the core area would not be directly comparable to those that
have already been quantified because it would be based on a significantly different impedance network,
as the act of removing the planned reinforcements from the simulations changes that network and
therefore the pick-up factor on the North Rutland transformer for loss of the Cold River transformer.
Given that the planned reinforcements are solely justified by the needs of the former VMPD system (and,
that the benefit to the Rutland system is entirely supplementary), the decision was made not to attempt to
quantify this positive margin, which has little more than academic value.

The Continuing Influence of Docket 7081 on System Planning
Docket 7081 was expressly intended to promote a proactive approach to system planning, particularly
with regard to energy efficiency, demand response, distributed generation and other distributed
resources that may require forethought and programmatic development before their benefits can be
realized. Accordingly, the Rutland area’s hiatus in load growth can be viewed as an opportunity to give
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due consideration to these distributed resource options, and to prepare for their execution when
warranted.
Furthermore, it is possible that load growth could return sooner and faster than anticipated or that a large
discrete load (e.g. a large manufacturing plant) could unexpectedly be proposed. These possibilities add
further to the need for diligent planning now.
Consistent with this strategy, GMP’s reliability plan has considered a number of resource options that
can effectively cope with load growth when it does return. Their attributes and planned order of
deployment will be detailed in a later section of this report.

A Transmission Build-Out is Probably Unnecessary Within the Next 10-20
Years
As recently as a year ago there was still a perception at GMP that there existed a large enough reliability
gap in Rutland to potentially require a major transmission project (most likely a new West Rutland 115/46
kV interconnection).
Given our current perception that there is no longer a reliability gap (particularly after the planned
reinforcements related to the integration of VMPD), and, given the protracted duration before it returns,
and, given the various resources available to hold it in check once it reemerges, it seems unlikely that
serious consideration will be given to any significant transmission build-out for the foreseeable future.
This is particularly true, given the typical scope and expense of new discrete transmission projects, while
more readily scalable options (i.e. those same resources mentioned above in relation to Docket 7081)
seem better suited to this circumstance.

The Possible Enactment of H40 and its Effect
Among other things, the Vermont Legislature’s H40 bill, if passed, would mandate that 75% of electric
sales (energy) must come from renewable sources by 2032, which is substantially greater than the
present-day percentage (between 40% and 50%). If enacted, this requirement might further narrow the
field of likely resource options, making fossil-based generation less attractive, even if distributed.

Resource Options Suitable for Meeting Future Rutland-Area Load Growth
Given all of the above considerations, restrictions, and requirements, the following resource options
seem well-suited to address Rutland-area load growth when it reemerges:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy Efficiency (EE)
Hot Water Control via Smart Meters
Post-Contingency Dispatch of the New Stafford Hill Energy Storage Facility
Post-Contingency Islanding of GMP Operations Headquarters
Other New Energy Storage Facilities
New “Energy Company of the Future” 3 (E-Co) Initiatives

As outlined above in the introduction, solar power, although important as a growing source of energy, is
now or soon will be unable to help manage peak demand, as the timing of that peak shifts steadily later

3

GMP’s E-Co concept is to move toward a “decentralized” grid that is more automated, smarter, and fasterresponding than today, particularly in terms of optimizing the dispatch of generation and load-management
schemes in response to changes in load, changes in market signals, and the occurrence of contingencies. This
optimal dispatch will emphasize lower inter-area power exchange and more local self-sufficiency in order to cut
costs, cut emissions, cut losses, maintain good reliability, and reduce our reliance on top-down, slow to react,
procedure-driven grid operation.
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in the daily load cycle (mainly due to the considerable solar generation that has already been developed
in the Rutland area).
What follows is a detailed assessment of each of these individual solution options, none of which are
mutually exclusive (i.e. they can work effectively together in any combination).
Energy Efficiency (EE)
The availability and cost of new EE in the Rutland area was determined with the help of the Vermont
Energy Investment Corporation (VEIC), a non-profit energy services organization. In 2014, GMP
solicited bids from a number of prospective consultants for a technical and economic assessment of new
EE potential in the Rutland area. After careful review of the two bids received, VEIC was awarded the
contract.
Appendix B is VEIC’s final report on its EE assessment of the Rutland area. However, the most salient
results of its analysis may be found in the EE Penetration Cost Curves in Figure C, based on information
provided by VEIC.
In GMP’s scope of work, VEIC was directed to assess the EE potential and program cost for a 3-year
program for 6 specific scenarios. These 6 scenarios are comprised of 3 assumed EE penetration levels
(high, medium, low) and 2 areas of dispersion (the wide area which includes several towns surrounding
Rutland and the concentrated area a.k.a. core area which includes Rutland City, Center Rutland, and
West Rutland). The two dispersion areas are depicted in red and blue in the town map to the right of the
cost curves, which use the same color coding.
GMP’s objective in specifying these 6 scenarios was to obtain sufficient information to establish an
accurate penetration-cost curve for each of the 2 assumed dispersion areas. With the inclusion of a
zero-cost scenario (with zero EE penetration) there would be four data points for each of the two curves,
considered to be the minimum number for approximating each by means of simple interpolation (French
curve). These cost curves are essential to formulating a plan for managing load growth upon its eventual
return. This plan may not rely exclusively on EE, but instead, on some combination of resources, that
may include EE. Therefore, having the relative quantities and costs of each resource, including those for
EE, are crucial for optimizing the plan.
Although Figure C provides the “raw” cost curves for the two dispersion areas, it would be inappropriate
to compare them directly, as this would constitute a situation of comparing “apples and oranges”. This is
because the alleviation of the critical post-contingency North Rutland transformer overload by means of
load reduction in the core area is almost exactly twice as effective as a like-sized load reduction in the
wide area 4.
Figure D therefore provides an “effective cost curve” for the wide area, depicted by a dotted red curve,
which is modified mathematically 5 to recognize this distinction. This dotted red curve may be directly
compared to the solid blue curve to compare the relative costs/benefits of pursuing EE programs in the
two dispersion areas. The graph clearly shows that the core area

4

This is simply a result of the EE resources in the wide area having an average dispersion further away from the
critical transformer overload, electrically speaking, than EE resources in the core area.

5

Given the 50% effectiveness factor associated with the wide area in relation to the core area, as determined by
loadflow analysis, this modified curve (dotted red) simply assumes a penetration rate that is one-half of that for the
solid red curve, for each given program cost value. This permits a true “apples to apples” comparison between the
dotted red curve and the solid blue curve.
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Rutland Area Core and Wide Area EE Penetration Cost Curves per VEIC Analysis
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Figure C
With “Effective” Wide Area Cost Curve Included (for comparison)
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Figure D
offers a much better benefit-to-cost ratio than the wide area for all assumed penetration scenarios. It
may therefore be concluded at this point that if an EE program for Rutland is
15

justified, the obvious strategy would be to target the core area, even into the 5+ megawatt range, before
considering the wide area. Of course, before that point is reached, the slope of even the core area curve
may be getting so extreme that other non-EE resource options might be reconsidered.
Hot Water Control via Smart Meters
This new program will initially control 150 hot water heaters with an estimated load relief of 250 kW.
Ordinarily, the load control will be a simple time-based system, but in an emergency, it could be applied
by GMP Controllers at a different time and/or for a different duration. It is GMP’s plan that eventually, the
program would have between 500 and 600 water heaters under its control for a projected load relief of
up to 1 Mw.
Post-Contingency Dispatch of the New Stafford Hill Energy Storage Facility
GMP’s Stafford Hill project, located in Rutland, combines 2 Mw of Solar generation with battery storage.
Stafford Hill’s storage capabilities will probably be devoted to ISO-NE’s frequency regulation market most
of the time. It has been established that such facilities can be rapidly diverted out of the frequency
regulation market in an emergency, with little forewarning and minimal penalty.
Frequency regulation uses only the facility’s lithium ion batteries (1 Mwhr capacity) not its lead-acid
batteries (2.4 Mwhr capacity) which are too slow to respond to the rapid variance inherent in system
frequency and its regulation. Therefore, the lead-acid batteries should be fully charged when called
upon in an emergency and the lithium ion batteries should be about 50% charged (ideal for frequency
regulation up or down). This yields an expected energy reserve of approximately:
2.4 Mwhr + 0.5(1.0 Mwhr) = 2.9 Mwhr
If the need was anticipated (a possibility, but not highly probable) the lithium ion batteries could be fully
charged a day or perhaps a few hours in advance, yielding another 0.5 Mwhr of energy reserve.
Any use of this reserve (whether limited to 2.9 Mwhr or 3.4 Mwhr of energy) would be further restricted
by the absolute rate at which the energy could be extracted, due to the facility’s thermal “through-put”
limit (i.e. its power rating) of 2 Mw.
So, unlike a generator with a substantial fuel reserve that can run for very long periods, or the sustained
load reduction attributable to EE, the maximum output of the Stafford Hill facility could not be maintained
indefinitely, meaning that Stafford Hill’s output curve, limited by both total energy (area under the output
curve) and max power rating (maximum height of the output curve) would have to be matched to the
area’s summer day “load duration curve” by tailoring the output of Stafford Hill’s to “follow the load” in
order to make best use of the relief provided to the Rutland transformer. The present summer peak day
load profile (for 24 hours on July 19th, 2013) for the greater Rutland area is depicted in Figure E.
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If the energy was drawn too quickly, the facility’s maximum power rating could be exceeded or its
batteries could run out of energy before the North Rutland transformer overload had ended for that day’s
load cycle, thereby forcing the Controllers to deploy less satisfactory alternatives such as costlier
resources or even load-shedding. Conversely, if the energy was drawn too slowly, the reserve might not
be fully utilized before the crisis was over; meaning that other less satisfactory alternatives would have
been needlessly utilized instead.
Given the evolving shape of Rutland’s daily load duration curve due to increasing solar power, the arrival
of new rate incentives and load control strategies, and the anticipation of late-afternoon load growth
associated with electric vehicles, an analysis to match the area’s energy storage resources to its load
duration shape should probably be deferred until the reemergence of a reliability gap is closer to being a
reality.
Post-Contingency Islanding of GMP Operations Headquarters (OH)
The GMP Operations Headquarters, located in Rutland near to, and served by the North Rutland
substation, was recently equipped with a new 500 kW back-up diesel generator as well as a system for
smoothly switching over critical systems (e.g. Control Room / SCADA) in the event of a power outage.
The diesel has enough fuel storage (and provisions for replenishment) to serve as the sole power source
for this building almost indefinitely. Recent metering records demonstrate that on a peak summer day,
islanding the OH would remove at least 250 kW from the system.
Of course, this amount of load relief might well be diminished during a period with less area demand
(such as a cooler summer day) but in that circumstance the post-contingency loading on the North
Rutland transformer would be correspondingly diminished as well, with a net effect leading to a better
outcome.
The new OH diesel and switch-over system is tested weekly under load, ensuring its dependability.
Future initiatives (including E-Co a.k.a. Energy Company of the Future)
GMP is committed to transforming itself into Vermont’s Energy Company of the Future (E-Co), whereby,
through a series of coordinated future initiatives, we will provide our customers with innovative energy
products and services. These future initiatives represent a potentially large contribution to new loadserving or load-reducing resources, but are also at a very nascent stage. Central to the E-Co concept is
the notion of micro-grids, i.e. small to medium-sized “electrical islands” that are self-sufficient, selfregulating for frequency, and self-sustaining. These independent systems could potentially reduce the
load burden on “traditional” bulk transmission networks by sizeable amounts, and perhaps even replace
them someday, potentially leading to reduced losses and operating costs, greater reliability, and fewer
emissions.
Post-Contingency Dispatch of Other New Energy Storage Facility(s)
The continued expansion of storage in Rutland and elsewhere will depend to some extent on statute,
regulations, and policy, as well as on cost reductions and efficiency improvements (i.e. the ratio between
energy input and energy recovered). New technologies may also provide new opportunities. For
example, one possible use of electric vehicles could be used as dispersed energy sources utilized for
post-contingency system support.
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Other Renewable Sources (Bio-mass / Bio-gasification)
This technology could potentially provide a low-cost low-carbon generation resource. However, given the
area’s existing reliability margin and the availability of significant EE 6 to address future load growth when
it is reestablished, any consideration of this resource option would occur in the longer term.

Execution Order of Resource Deployment
The deployment of the resources described above would occur, both in a planning sense and in an
operating sense, in a hierarchy dictated mainly by cost/benefit and within the context of a renewed
reliability “gap” caused by load growth. Of course, this planned hierarchy may change as technology
advances or as new opportunities for resource options emerge in the Rutland area. The currently
anticipated deployment hierarchy would be:
1. Post-Contingency Dispatch of the New Stafford Hill Energy Storage Facility
Cost- The capital cost for this energy storage facility is essentially zero as it has already been
constructed and most of its capital costs are therefore sunk. Its (rare and relatively brief)
divergence away from the frequency regulation market for purposes of emergency power supply
would be expected to have minimal cost over time.
Benefit- Stafford Hill is located within the “core area” assumed in VEIC’s EE assessment,
meaning its effectiveness on a per-Mw basis will be mathematically equivalent to “core area” EE
for purposes of unloading the critical North Rutland transformer.
2. Hot Water Control via Smart Meters
Cost- The capital cost for this load control scheme is essentially zero as it has already been
justified by other considerations and most of its capital costs are therefore sunk. The cost to
actually invoke Rutland area hot water control in an emergency would be minimal in financial
terms but might entail some inconvenience for GMP’s customers.
Benefit- GMP’s new hot water control program by means of Smart metering will be targeted
specifically at Rutland City so the relative effect of hot water control on the critical North Rutland
transformer overload would be mathematically equivalent to load reductions within Rutland’s
“core area” assumed in VEIC’s EE assessment.
3. Post-Contingency Islanding of GMP Operations Headquarters (OH)
Cost- The capital cost for this islanding capability is essentially zero as it has already been
constructed and commissioned, and most of its capital costs are therefore sunk. Its (rare and
relatively brief) use for emergency load relief at North Rutland would impose little more than the
cost of the fuel minus the wholesale cost of the avoided energy purchase. However, there are
possible environmentally based restrictions and penalties that relegate this option to the third
position in the deployment hierarchy as opposed to the first position. More specifically, the
backup diesel is classified by the state as an “Emergency use engine” 7.
6

This strategy was presented at the January 20, 2015 VSPC Geotargeting Subcommittee meeting and was
supported. At the January 28, 2015 VSPC Quarterly Meeting of the General Committee, the same strategy was
presented and no objections were offered.

7

“Emergency use engine” means an engine used only for emergency purposes and up to 100 hours per year for
routine testing and maintenance. Emergency purposes are limited to periods of time when:
(1) The usual source of power, heat or lighting is temporarily unavailable due to reasons beyond the reasonable
control of the owner/operator;
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Benefit- GMP’s Operations Headquarters is located within the “core area” assumed in VEIC’s EE
assessment, meaning its effectiveness on a per-Mw basis will be mathematically equivalent to
“core area” EE for purposes of unloading the critical North Rutland transformer.
4. Energy Efficiency (EE)
Cost- The “core area” EE Penetration Cost Curve (solid blue curve) depicted in Figures C and D
quantifies the total program cost to deploy this resource in varying amounts. The associated
VEIC report in Appendix B provides greater detail.
Benefit-The effectiveness of load relief corresponding to the blue curve is the same as that on a
per-Mw basis as the three listed above (i.e. “core area”)
The benefit-to-cost ratio for this fourth resource (EE) is considerably lower than for the previous
three, so it falls further down in the deployment order. Note however, that each of the prior three
resources constitute fractions of megawatts, whereas the EE resource constitutes multiple
megawatts of “core area” resources all by itself. Accordingly, the others could not hold off the
reemergence of a reliability gap for as long a time as could this resource.

5. Future Initiatives (Including E-Co)
Cost- Undetermined
Benefit- Similar to options 1-4 on a per-Mw basis, if located within the “core area”

6. Post-Contingency Dispatch of the Other New Energy Storage Facility
Cost- Substantial
Benefit- Similar to options 1-4 on a per-Mw basis, if located within the “core area”
7. Other Renewable Sources (Bio-mass / Bio-gasification)
Cost- Substantial
Benefit- Similar to options 1-4 on a per-Mw basis, if located within the “core area”

(2) The Independent System Operator has determined a power capacity deficiency exists and has implemented a
voltage reduction of five (5) percent or more of normal operating voltage; or
(3) A fire or flood makes it necessary to pump water to minimize property damage.
The possible utilization of this engine for emergency relief of post-contingency overloading on the North Rutland
transformer would require an interpretation by state authorities.
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Final Recommendations
The following upgrades should be made as soon as possible to improve the former VMPD system’s
reliability for a first contingency. They will also provide an improved reliability margin for the Rutland area
than is presently available:
•
•
•

Permanently close the West Rutland B7 tie to VMPD (The 2015 capital cost for necessary
reconfiguration and new switchgear at West Rutland is estimated preliminarily to be $750,000 - to
be budgeted for 2018).
Reconductor the 46 kV line from West Rutland to Florence (The 2015 capital cost of
reconductoring this line is estimated to be $2,200,000 - already budgeted for 2017).
Permanently close the (presently normally open) second 46 kV line between Rutland and West
Rutland with reconductoring. This would require two new 46 kV breakers at W Rut (2015 capital
cost of $213,000 total), transfer-trip at Glenn and Patch ($53,000 total), and about a mile of
reconductoring to eliminate #2 CU on W Rut-W Rut tap 46 kV line, with some pole replacements
($373,000 total). The total 2015 capital cost of closing this line is therefore estimated to be
$639,000 - to be budgeted for 2018.

The following recommendations are also made:

•
•
•
•

•

Monitor area load growth to determine when the available reliability margin is within 3-4 years of
being exhausted.
Monitor the shapes of the daily peak load curve and annual load duration curve.
Evaluate new company initiatives, including E-Co, for impact on Rutland area reliability margins.
Depending on load changes, update technical studies as well as the hierarchy of available area
resource options, recognizing then-current costs, operability, location relative to the North Rutland
transformer, new technology, and resource size relative to timing and size of anticipated reliability
gap if nothing is done.
When exhaustion of reliability margin is found to be within 3-4 years, execute deployment of
resource options in order of the then-current hierarchy to reestablish adequate reliability margin.
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Appendix A - Equal Slope Criterion
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Entities that build transmission facilities comprising a part of the New England bulk transmission network
have an inherent obligation to meet the minimum reliability standards recognized by the various owners
and operators of that system. Failure to meet such standards may not only jeopardize the entity’s own
transmission system, but those of other interconnected entities as well.
The tightly woven connectivity of higher-voltage bulk networks is something of a double-edged sword.
On the one hand, if unanimously operated to prudent standards and with ample margins, they are robust
throughout. On the other hand, if any part is operated to lesser standards or with poor margins, the
resulting risk is imposed not just locally, but over a broad area. NPCC’s recognized standards for
reliability on bulk power transmission networks in the Northeastern US are deterministic in nature, and
are generally known as N-1 or N-1-1. These terms refer to the ability of a system to continue operating
acceptably with one less (or two less) than the normal number of system components (i.e. lines,
transformers, and generators). This requirement extends all the way up to the peak load of the system
or subsystem in question.
However, the NPCC standards also allow for a level of reliability lower than the N-1 or N-1-1 standard on
lower-voltage systems, in cases where the failure of that system does not jeopardize the bulk system 8.
Typically, the failure of lower-voltage local networks (or radials) served by a higher-voltage bulk network,
does not jeopardize the bulk network itself, but only those load centers served by the lower voltage
system(s). Therefore, entities operating or building such lower-voltage systems are not necessarily
required to adhere to the N-1 or N-1-1 standards, as is the case for the bulk transmission system. The
appropriate level of reliability on such underlying systems is instead, determined by relative economic
costs and benefits.
Logically then, the appropriate level of reliability for such systems is not a fixed parameter (as with
deterministic standards) but is a function of costs and benefits. This leads naturally to a discussion of a
typical cost-benefit characteristic (see Figure 1). The law of diminishing returns dictates that the
characteristic typically rises rapidly at first, then gradually flattens out. Solution options near the extreme
left have relatively low costs and relatively high benefit-to-cost ratios (i.e. the slope of the characteristic)
but minimal overall benefits. Solution options near the extreme right have higher overall benefits but very
high costs and poor benefit-to-cost ratios. Deterministic standards are often so rigorous as to result in
solution options that fall within this undesirable high-cost region. More desirable solutions, with a
reasonable cost/benefit tradeoff tend to exist near the “knee of the curve” as indicated in Figure 2. GMP
strives to achieve a reasonable balance between total benefit levels and benefit-to-cost ratios. In other
words, the Company seeks solutions that tend to fall near the middle of the cost-benefit tradeoff curve.
At GMP, this cost/benefit philosophy is often referred to as a “most for less” approach, that is, most of the
benefit of a deterministic standard but at substantially less cost.

In terms of utility reliability standards, the approach which best achieves this balance is the probabilistic
approach, which is flexible and may be cost-based, as opposed to the deterministic approach, which is
rigid and is technically-based. The probabilistic approach to reliability is inherently more cost-effective
than the deterministic approach because it concentrates capital resources on the greatest threats until
8

Section 2.1 Design Criteria of the NPCC’s Basic Criteria for Design and Operation of Interconnected Power Systems
document states “It is …recognized that the Basic Criteria are not necessarily applicable to those elements that are not a part of
the bulk power system or in the portions of a member system where instability or overloads will not jeopardize the reliability
of the bulk power system.”
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the cost becomes prohibitive, whereas the deterministic approach basically assumes that capital
resources are limitless and will be expended until the N-1 or N-1-1 standard is satisfied. Furthermore,
although the deterministic approach does recognize cost in choosing an option from among those that
meet the reliability standard, it does not recognize cost as a determining factor in the development of the
standard itself.
Thus far, we have established a probabilistic reliability philosophy (i.e. “most for less”) but have yet to
develop a quantitative standard or guideline based on that philosophy. The development of such a
guideline begins with an examination of a typical load duration curve. Figure 3 is a generic load duration
curve for an area or subsystem that may be defined by a closed interface (i.e. a “load pocket”).
A load duration curve is simply a graphical representation of the range of loads that are experienced by
an area or subsystem over a period of time, typically one year. The parameters of load and duration may
be expressed as percentages (up to 100%), or as absolute values (e.g. megawatts on the vertical axis
and hours on the horizontal axis). Note that the slope of the curve is related to the duration spent at or
near a given load value - the flatter the slope, the greater the amount of time spent at or near that load.
Load duration curves are widely used by planning engineers to understand systems’ load behavior, and
to determine the probabilities of being within specific load ranges.
Before embarking on an explanation of a probabilistic standard or guideline, it may be useful to first
explain a deterministic standard using the load duration curve. Figure 4 provides the same load duration
curve as in Figure 3 but with the minimum load-serving capability required to meet an N-1 deterministic
standard, indicated by the horizontal green line. Note that it intersects the curve at 100% of peak load, in
other words, it requires that the system operate acceptably for any first contingency up to peak load.
Now we may expand our discussion by considering once again the diminishing return on investment that
is inherent in the cost benefit characteristic. The reasons for the law of diminishing returns are varied,
but in the case of transmission planning, one of its leading causes may be observed in a typical load
duration curve. When approaching its left-hand extreme, the load duration curve accelerates
dramatically upward, culminating in a near-vertical termination. The electrical infrastructure required to
satisfy the N-1 criterion all the way to peak load may be quite expensive, but the duration of time spent
near this peak (and therefore the probable exposure to a critical contingency) increases much more
slowly than the increase in load itself. Therefore, the reliability benefit of meeting the N-1 criterion on this
last upward stretch of the load duration curve quickly diminishes, contributing greatly to the characteristic
non-linearity of the cost-benefit curve. An effective probabilistic reliability guideline must recognize this
important relationship.

Therefore, we should avoid requirements for load-serving capability that extend all the way to peak load,
but we should also avoid overall lax requirements that result in few reliability benefits. Accordingly, it
makes sense to require first-contingency coverage for the load levels in the “shoulder” region of the load
duration curve (i.e. the broad middle region between the prominent upward and downward curvatures)
where the percent increase in load almost always occurs more slowly than the percent increase in
duration. In this region, worthwhile gains in reliability (through reductions in probable contingency
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exposure) may be achieved by capital investment 9. But as the load duration curve begins to shift toward
vertical near the extreme left-hand side, the incentive for continued investment quickly diminishes.
At what point does this relationship “break even”, that is, at what point are we effectively indifferent to the
expenditure of the next increment of capital to achieve the next increment of load-serving capability?
The answer will differ depending on the specifics of the system under consideration, the criticality of the
load it serves, and other factors. However, a logical guideline would be the point at which the rate of
change of load (on a percent basis) begins to exceed the rate of change of duration (on a percent basis).
Any significant movement to the left of this point on the load duration curve will lead to a rapidlydiminishing return on investment. Yet, such a guideline will still capture all of the “shoulder” region of the
curve where the percent change in load is usually lower than the percent change in duration, and where
reliability investment tends to be worthwhile.
Figure 5 presents this concept graphically, using the same load duration curve as in Figures 3 and 4. A
diagonal line connecting the peak load at zero duration to the minimum load at full duration has a slope
equal to one (on a percent basis), and thus all along this line the rate of change of load percentage is
equal to the rate of change of duration percentage. This slope may then be shifted until it is tangent to
the curved portion of the left-hand side of the load duration curve. This point of tangency defines the
minimum permissible load-serving capability of the system during the worst single contingency, as well
as the acceptable level of exposure duration (i.e. the percent of time that the system would not be able to
withstand the contingency without load-shedding). In our generic example, these values are 80.5% of
peak load and 7.5% duration, respectively.
The proposed probabilistic reliability guideline may therefore be summarized as follows:
The (minimum) reliability guideline for non-bulk network transmission is such that
the system or subsystem in question must be able to survive the worst single
contingency with minimally acceptable performance, for the load level at which the
system’s marginal load percentage is equal to its marginal duration percentage,
within its load duration characteristic. Generally there are two such points on any
load duration characteristic. The right-hand point is trivial; the left-hand point is that
to which this guideline applies.
This probability-based reliability guideline may be referred to as the “equal slope criterion”
for short.
It must be recognized that capital investments in utility infrastructure are not always scalable, but may
instead be “lumpy”, in the parlance of utility planners. This means that achieving the equal slope criterion
with perfect precision may not be practical or even possible in some cases. This may leave the utility
planner having to decide between overshooting or undershooting the prescribed load-serving capability,
with the resulting upward or downward deviation yielding a less than desirable cost-benefit tradeoff either
way. Nonetheless, a rational guideline that may be difficult to achieve is better than no guideline at all,
and at least provides a frame of reference for making the decision.
9

If contingency coverage of even the shoulder hours is deemed to be too expensive, then the next lower reliability standard for
networked transmission systems is effectively N-0, also known as “all facilities in service”. Although used in some parts of the
world, US utilities and regulatory authorities are generally reluctant to accept this standard, viewing it as too lax for modern
transmission networks.
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What will happen in the unlikely circumstance that a critical contingency occurs at a load level exceeding
the minimum permissible load-serving capability of the system, as defined by the Equal Slope Criterion?
The answer is that the system will experience a brief period of unacceptable equipment overload or
undervoltage, and the operators will then take whatever actions are deemed necessary to restore
acceptable operation, including load-shedding. This unfortunate but rare consequence is judged to be
acceptable in order to avoid the excessive capital expenditure required to avoid it.
Please note there are special circumstances in which the Equal Slope Criterion may be nullified by
overriding safety considerations. Post-contingency thermal and voltage violations discovered in planning
studies, at loads above the minimum permissible load-serving capability or threshold, are usually ignored
as they may be remediated by post-contingency supervisory load-shedding. The one exception to this
allowance is a severely overloaded overhead conductor, which may present a hazard due to conductor
sag and inadequate clearance. The general rules for overload management in planning studies guided
by the Equal Slope Criterion are as follows:
•
•
•

Below Equal Slope threshold load, no pre-contingency or post-contingency overloads of any
subtransmission equipment are permitted.
Above Equal Slope threshold load, subtransmission equipment and buried cable (but not overhead
conductor) may exceed 110% of its rating post-contingency, with the understanding that operators
will quickly intervene with load-shedding to relieve the overload and avoid damage to equipment.
Above Equal Slope threshold load, any overhead conductor must be within 110% of its rating postcontingency, for all credible N-1 conditions.

Note also that typical operating criteria (e.g. 90%-110% voltage range post-contingency and 95%-105%
voltage range pre-contingency, with 5% maximum delta-V for switching) are unchanged by use of this
criterion.
Load duration curve and Equal Slope parameters for the Greater Rutland Load Pocket
The “load pocket” or closed interface of specific interest in this study is that of the Greater Rutland Area,
defined previously in this report as being bounded by the following breakers and including all generation
therein:
•
•
•
•
•
•

VELCO Blissville H76 115 kV breaker
VELCO North Rutland H71 115 kV breaker
GMP North Rutland B-2 46 kV breaker
VELCO Cold River H89 115 kV breaker
GMP Cavendish B-16 46 kV breaker
VELCO Florence H84 115 kV breaker

Figure 6 denotes the load duration curve for this load pocket as well as the load-serving threshold and
permissible exposure duration as defined by the Equal Slope Criterion.
As can be seen in Figure 6, the load-serving threshold (the minimum acceptable load-serving capability
within the load pocket, following any recognized first contingency) is 81% of peak load. The
corresponding exposure duration is 2.7% or 237 hours per year. These values are recognized in this
report’s results tables and related discussion.
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1. Executive Summary
Reliability of energy supply, provided at the least cost is a long-standing, shared objective that
has made Vermont’s energy portfolio among the most admired in the United States. Green
Mountain Power (GMP), the state’s largest distribution utility, and Vermont Energy Investment
Corporation (VEIC), a leader in the assessment and design of least-cost energy procurement,
are among those who share the responsibility for this distinction.
VEIC has completed an analysis to quantify the demand reduction available through energy
efficiency in two areas of Rutland, Vermont. A full description of the methodology used and the
results is provided below. Through this study, VEIC has determined the following:




By using the same level of effort employed and results achieved in 2009, which was the
year with greatest geo-targeting historical savings in the Rutland area:
o Summer peak demand savings of 5.35 MW are available in the Rutland Core
Area (more than the 4.2 MW target)
o Summer peak demand savings of 7.66 MW are available in the Rutland Wide
Area (less than the 8.4 MW target)
To achieve these savings in the Core Area over 3 years, we estimate a cost range of
$15M-$20M

Based on these results, VEIC recommends that GMP include energy efficiency as a key
measure in considering how best to meet its need for 4.2 MW in Rutland, GMP should narrow
its focus to the Core Area and plan for incentives that cover 80-100% of measure costs.

2. Study Objectives
The purpose of this study was to quantify the amount of demand reduction available through
untapped energy efficiency in two areas of Rutland (Core Area and Wide Area). The areas were
not defined by town or zip code, but rather by a list of roughly 32,000 premises (most of them
representing residential accounts) in the Core and Wide Areas. The Core Area is roughly
comprised of West Rutland, Proctor, and Rutland. The Wide Area includes the entire Core Area,
as well as premises in Rupert, Dorset, Pawlet, Danby, Mount Tabor, Wells, Middletown Springs,
Tinmouth, Wallingford, Mount Holly, Poultney, Ira, Clarendon, Shrewsbury, West Haven, Fair
Haven, Castleton, Benson, Hubbarton, and Pittsford. GMP asked VEIC to determine whether
energy efficiency could deliver 4.2 MW within the Rutland Core Area and 8.4 MW in Rutland
Wide Area, and if so, at what cost.

3. Methodology
To determine the amount of demand reduction available in these two areas, VEIC completed
the tasks described below. Each task had defined deliverables that built on each other.
Throughout the project demand data for premise-level savings and load was used when
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available, and energy savings and consumption was used as a proxy to calculate demand
savings and load for customers/premises without demand data.

Task 1: Collect and Review Customer Data for the Two Targeted Areas
The first step of the assessment consisted of collecting energy use data on GMP customers
located in the two targeted areas. Customer data and savings information from the VEIC KITT
database used for Efficiency Vermont operations was used to obtain the following information
for each premise:
a. Annual kWh use from the last full year (2013)
b. For customers with peak demand data (that is, those on demand rates), the
greatest peak demand (kW) for each premise during the months of June, July,
August 2013, and December 2013 and January 2014
c. Number of residential, commercial, and industrial customers (used to establish
“bins” for various types of commercial customers and determine whether any
large customers are currently under Efficiency Vermont account management
d. Total peak kW loads for each bin of customers
e. Summer peak demand reduction and kWh savings from Efficiency Vermont
projects for 2009 to 2014
The way data is stored and used presented some difficulty: GMP works by premise while
Efficiency Vermont historical savings data are by project. A project can include more than one
premise and a premise can have had more than one project. This carries the risk of double
counting, i.e., project savings present in premise level data would be counted for each premise
and annual consumption within project level data would be counted for each premise involved
with a project.
To arrive at the correct savings by premise, VEIC created a new data table with premises as
rows and distributed savings data among premises involved in each project. VEIC weighted the
savings data for each project based on kW demand if possible, or kWh consumption if no
demand data were available. When this was complete, total demand, consumption, and savings
were confirmed with the original tables by premise and by project from Efficiency Vermont’s
database. Task 1 provided foundational information about the two areas under investigation and
the level of efficiency work completed to date.

Task 2: Complete Two Dispersion Scenarios Quantifying Efficiency Levels
VEIC compared savings already achieved at each premise between 2009 and 2014 with 2013
demand or consumption to calculate the percent savings at each premise. For this analysis,
baseline demand or consumption was assumed to be the sum of savings achieved during 20092014, and current demand or consumption. VEIC calculated average savings for several groups
of premises to serve as a savings target for estimating remaining savings potential. Premises
with historic savings above 70% of their demand or consumption were not included in the
averages to avoid skewing the average too high.
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VEIC used mean values for all analyses within this study. Using the median instead of the mean
would be another way to analyze the existing data, and could be a way to avoid strong effects of
a few high data points. VEIC elected to use mean values to allow the effects of all data in the
sample to be felt, and because it was considered appropriate for predicting the total potential for
a future effort similar to the historic data. The future effort will include some high and low
“outliers,” so including them in the analysis is valid. The drawback of using the mean is that it
may over predict the savings available at any one premise, but given that this is an aggregate
analysis of the Core and Wide areas, the project team believes that mean values provide better
insight. As this work progresses toward customer-specific implementation planning, the median
values may be more appropriate.
VEIC calculated average savings for each sector (commercial, industrial, and residential)
separately for those customers with and without demand charges. The team explored
disaggregating further, creating different potential savings bins based on consumption within
each sector, however, the data show a very weak relationship between demand and savings to
date. This data is shown in Figure 1, and the nearly horizontal trend line shows this weak
relationship (several of the industrial accounts are off the right of the chart, but do affect the
line). Using this view and others, including histograms, the team decided against binning within
sector by size.

% Savings Achieved

Figure 1: Relationship of Premise Demand and Historical Savings Achieved
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The average savings by sector helped establish a percent target for the remaining depth of
savings for each customer that VEIC considers feasible and defensible. VEIC calculated the
remaining depth of savings for each premise as the average savings percent for the sector
multiplied by the premise demand or consumption minus the premise savings to date. Premises
with projects to date but below average savings, may have only had lighting project and most
probably do have potential. The vast majority of premises, 30,470 of 31,330 have not yet had a
project. To ensure the validity of the remaining savings target, VEIC Consulting interviewed
Efficiency Vermont Account Managers handling large industrial and commercial accounts in the
targeted area, confirming the availability and scale of remaining savings.
Remaining savings potential for each sector and within each area were aggregated into the
totals presented in Task 2. VEIC then compared energy savings achieved in the two geographic
areas in 2009 - 2013 to the total area load (as a percent). The assessment examined energy
savings achieved from prior Geographic Targeting undertaken by Efficiency Vermont from 2009
through 2011. In addition, we reviewed statewide efficiency projected in the Demand Resources
Plan (DRP) 1,2 for 2015-2017. These savings estimates were compared proportional to total
loads in the target areas (GT, core, wide). This enabled the project team to assess expected
levels of efficiency to be achieved during 2015-2017 based on the DRP along with additional /
incremental levels of efficiency that would need to be achieved to meet GMP’s targets.

Task 3: Quantify High, Moderate, and Low Penetration Levels of Efficiency
During this task, VEIC focused on the costs to achieve the demand savings identified in Task 2.
VEIC determined the average incentive value for historical Efficiency Vermont Geographic
Targeting (GT) areas in Rutland as well as incentive costs for statewide programs, and
compared the total project costs to incentive costs.
VEIC then created three cost scenarios, as described below:




low penetration, with a cost comparable to the Efficiency Vermont statewide cost of
program delivery;
medium penetration, with incentives covering approximately 80% of project cost (buying
it down to achieve an approximate 1-year payback for the customer); and
high penetration, with incentives covering 100% of total project cost.

Cost and savings for the low penetration scenario were derived from the 2015-2017 Demand
Resource Plan.
Savings for the high penetration plan were calculated using the 2009-2011 GT results. VEIC
used data from the GT year with greatest savings achieved (2009) and scaled it up using a ratio
of the GT area total load to the core and wide total load. The results were tripled to reflect how
1

Triennial Plan 2015-2017, Prepared by Vermont Energy Investment Co. for the Vermont Public Service
Board, December 1, 2014,
https://www.efficiencyvermont.com/docs/about_efficiency_vermont/annual_plans/evt-triennial-plan-20152017.pdf.
2
EEU-2014-07, ORDER REGARDING EEU TRIENNIAL PLANS FOR 2015-2017, Vermont Public
Service Board, February 13, 2015, http://psb.vermont.gov/sites/psb/files/orders/2015/2015-02/EEU-201407%20Order%20Re%202015-17%20Triennial%20Plans.pdf.
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much savings might be achieved in 3 years of results equal to the 2009 GT. The estimates were
compared to the total potential savings available calculated in Task 2. The lesser of the two
values was established to be the savings available to GMP given geographic, temporal and
savings-per-premise constraints. Table 1 shows these values for the Core and Wide Areas with
the lower value that went forward in the analysis in bold. If the Task 2 bottom up potential
savings available were the lesser of the two values, the value would have been reduced by a
factor to account for less than 100% uptake of incentive offers. In both areas the Task 3 value
was lower and it was assumed the uptake rate was already reflected in the historic GT data
used to determine the potential and no additional factor was used.

Table 1: Potential Savings Constraints
Task 2 Summer Peak Savings
(Based on remaining savings
in premises) (kW)

Task 3Summer Peak Savings (Based on 3
years of 2009 GT effort) (kW)

Core

5,520

5,350

Wide

11,870

7,660

A weighted cost per kW savings value was calculated for each sector (commercial, industrial
and residential) and for those customers who had and had not already received lighting
upgrades as a part of earlier projects. VEIC also distinguished between the years 2009-2011
(years of prior geotargeting efforts) and 2012-2014 (years without geotargeting efforts) because
different incentive levels affect the cost data. The weighting also reflected the different costs and
expected installation rates related to end uses of lighting, heating and cooling, industrial
process, refrigeration, and other measures.
For the low penetration scenario, which is based on the statewide savings anticipated from
Efficiency Vermont’s 2015-2017 budgets and goals and for the medium penetration scenario
(incentives paid that equal 80% of the measure cost) it was assumed incentive costs accounted
for 60% of the total Efficiency Vermont costs. For incentives paid that equal 100 percent of the
measure cost, it was assumed that the non-incentive costs from the 80% incentives paid
scenario would remain the same, reducing the incentive-to-total cost ratio.
Both the high and medium penetration costs were adjusted for inflation from 2009 to 2015
dollars.

4. Results
Task 1: Collect and Review Customer Data for the Two Targeted Areas
VEIC pulled data on all premises to understand the depth of savings and efficiency measures
they have already implemented. During the five year period it is likely that some new premises
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have been built in the area and others may have changed or been removed so the number of
premises would change slightly over time.

Table 2: Annual kWh and summer and winter peak for 2013

Core

Commercial

Area

Industrial
Residential

Core Area Total
Commercial
Wide
Area

Industrial
Residential

Wide Area Total

Premises

2013 Annual
kWh

Percent w/
Demand
Data

2013 Max
Summer
Peak

2013 Max
Winter
Peak

2,340

112,197,000

63%

35,200

30,200

3

74,115,700

100%

10,600

10,300

10,640

74,678,800

0%

28

12,990

260,991,500

11%

45,830

40,500

4,660

176,046,200

52%

55,300

48,500

4

77,849,300

100%

11,600

11,200

26,670

195,812,300

0%

70

31,330

449,707,800

8%

66,900

1

34
59,700

Efficiency Vermont uses Account Management for some larger Commercial and Industrial (C&I)
customers and has more detailed information on their energy savings over time. The number of
C&I customers who are account managed is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Efficiency Vermont Data on Key Account Management
Account Managed

Not Account Managed

Commercial

185

2155

Industrial

3

0

Commercial

294

4366

Industrial

4

0

Core Area

Wide
Area

Task 2: Complete Two Dispersion Scenarios Quantifying Efficiency Levels
The target level of savings potential for each premise is equivalent to the average % savings
achieved in the 2009-2014 period, as noted in Table 4 below. Premises with improbably high
savings, higher than 70%, were excluded.
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Table 4: Wide Area Demand Savings per Premise and Savings Target
(Broken Out by Premises with and without Demand Data)
Cumulative 2009-2014 Summer
Peak Demand Savings (kW)
Premises
w/
Demand
Data
Premises
w/o
Demand
Data

Average Summer Peak Demand
Savings – % of premise load

Commercial

2,890

11.8%

Industrial

1,140

8.1%

Commercial

50

20.3%

Residential

50

17.7%

Wide Area Total

4,130

As shown in
Table 5 below, geotargeted savings, despite coming from a smaller geographic area and over a
shorter time frame, are higher than the savings from the Core Area. This demonstrates the
efficacy of a geotargeted approach. Projects completed during the geotargeting program
averaged more than twice the per-project peak savings as non-geotargeted projects.

Table 5: Demand Savings & Geotargeting Compared to Area Load
2009-2014 Peak Savings

Percent of Area Load

GT (2009-2011)3

3,870 kW4

7.7% of 50 MW

Core Area

3,360 kW

5.0% of 67 MW

Wide Area

4,130 kW

4.3% of 96 MW

Table 6 below shows the savings available in both of the target areas examined in this study.
The first column “Remaining Potential by Category” assumes that all premises will achieve the
category average savings rate. While significant savings potential exists in both areas, capturing
all of these savings over 3 years will be a challenge given that the largest savings ever achieved
in a single year in Rutland was 1.3 MW in the geotargeted area (in 2009).
3

Source data available at:
http://psb.vermont.gov/sites/psb/files/projects/EEU/geographictargeting/CVPSResponsetoPSBGeotargetingQuestion
sforWorkshop(09-29-08).pdf
4
10,600 of 12,100 premises in the 2009-2011 geotargeting effort are in the Core area.
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Table 6: Estimated Remaining Savings Potential

Remaining
Potential by
Category (kW)
Commercial
Core
Area

Wide
Area

Industrial

30
2,630

Commercial

4,990

Residential

Savings
Expected
from DRP
2015-2017
(kW)

Savings
Target
from GMP
(kW)

Incremental
Savings
Needed
(kW)

5,520

820

4,200

3,380

11,870

1,090

8,200

7,110

2,860

Residential
Industrial

Total
Remaining
Potential
(kW)

50
6,830

Task 3: Quantify High, Moderate, and Low Penetration Levels of Efficiency
In Task 3, VEIC sought to answer these questions:



How much of the maximum achievable peak demand potential (calculated in Task 2) can
be achieved in 3 years?
If GT level of effort applied to Core & Wide areas, what savings could we expect?

Table 7 below provides a summary of Task 3 results. The maximum achievable savings are
based on the 2009 geotargeting results, which was the highest level of savings achieved in
Rutland in a one-year period. This represents the expected results from a high level of effort.
VEIC then calculated the maximum achievable savings by scaling those results to the Core and
Wide geographic areas using area load. We note that the Core Area 3-year savings calculated
here exceed the total potential as identified in Task 2. The lower of the two was used to as the
estimate of potential, to calculate costs and is shown in bold in Table 7.
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Table 7: Demand Savings Achievable in 3 Years
Max Achievable Coincident Summer
Peak Demand Savings
Area Load
Annual (kW)
GT2009
Core
Area
Wide
Area

3 Years (kW)

Max Achievable kW
Coincident Summer Peak
Demand Savings
(Task 2)

50 MW

1,330

3,990

67 MW

1,780

5,350

5,520

96 MW

2,550

7,660

11,870

After determining the total kW available in both the Core and Wide areas, VEIC developed cost
estimates. Total costs include incentive, program administrative costs, and marketing. Program
administrative (non-incentive) costs were calculated as 40% of total cost when incentives = 80%
of total project (measure) costs. These costs were held steady as incentive levels changed.
These estimates were prepared at three different incentive levels:




low penetration, with a cost comparable to the Efficiency Vermont statewide cost of
program delivery;
medium penetration, with incentives covering approximately 80% of project cost (buying
it down to achieve an approximate 1-year payback for the customer); and
high penetration, with incentives covering 100% of total project cost.

Results from this analysis are provided in
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Table 8 below. Numbers to the right of this table include the numbers to the left. For example,
the total cost for the 100% incentive savings scenario in the Core Area is $14.1M and that
includes the $1.5M for savings statewide programs in the DRP.
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Table 8: Cost of Savings Achievable in 3 Years
Core Area

Wide Area

DRP

Incentive:
80%
Measure
Cost

Incentive:
100%
Measure
Cost

DRP

Incentive:
80%
Measure
Cost

Incentive:
100%
Measure
Cost

3 year Achievable
Savings

820 kW

4,460 kW

5,350 kW

1,090 kW

6,380 kW

7,660 kW

Cost (Incentive)

$1.5M

$9.3M

$14.1M

$2.0M

$13.7M

$20.6M

Cost
(Total)

$2.5M

$15.5M

$20.2M

$3.4M

$22.9M

$29.7M

Incentive Cost/kW

$1,800

$2,100

$2,600

$1,900

$2,100

$2,700

Total Cost/kW

$3,100

$3,500

$3,800

$3,100

$3,600

$3,900

5. Conclusion
Through this study, VEIC has determined the following:




By using the same level of effort employed and results achieved in 2009, which was the
year with greatest geo-targeting historical savings in the Rutland area:
o Summer peak demand savings of 5.35 MW are available in the Rutland Core
Area (more than the 4.2 MW target)
o Summer peak demand savings of 7.66 MW are available in the Rutland Wide
Area (less than the 8.4 MW target)
To achieve these savings in the Core Area over 3 years, we estimate a cost range of
$15M-$20M

In closing, to meet its need for 4.2 MW in Rutland, GMP should narrow its focus to the Core
Area and plan for incentives that cover 80-100% of measure costs.
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